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Abstract 
Paris, R.B., Smoothing of the Stokes phenomenon using Mellin-Barnes integrals, Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics 41 (1992) 117-133. 
Recently, Berry (1989) has put forward a forma1 theory of the smoothing of the Stokes phenomenon based 
upon optima1 truncation of asymptotic expansions and Bore1 summation of the resulting exponentially small 
remainder terms. For certain classes of functions defined by Laplace and Stieltjes transforms, Giver, Jones and 
Boyd (1990) have obtained rigorous uniform exponentially-improved asymptotic expansions which describe the 
smooth transition of a Stokes multiplier across a Stokes line. In this paper we present an alternative theory for 
functions defined by Mellin-Barnes integrals. This approach enables uniform exponentially-improved expan- 
sions to be established in a direct manner, including estimates for the remainder term in the exponentially 
small series. The theory is illustrated by application to the confluent hypergeometric functions considered by 
Olver (1990, 1991). 
Keywords: Stokes phenomenon; Mellin-Barnes integrals; Stokes multipliers; confluent hypergeometric func- 
tions. 
1. Introduction 
The Stokes phenomenon concerns the apparent discontinuous behaviour exhibited by the 
multipliers of subdominant terms in compound asymptotic expansions in the vicinity of certain 
rays, known as Stokes lines, in the complex plane of the asymptotic variable. Since the discovery 
of this phenomenon by Stokes [19] in 1857 the “hide-and-seek” nature of these multipliers has 
always been enshrouded in a certain element of mystery. 
Recently, Berry [2] has put forward a formal theory based on Dingle’s earlier interpretative 
theory of asymptotic expansions showing that, when viewed on an appropriately magnified 
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scale, the change in the subdominant multiplier near a Stokes line is in fact continuous. 
Subsequently, Olver [ 11,12] put this valuable theory on a firmer mathematical foundation and, 
moreover, showed how to construct new uniform “exponentially-improved” asymptotic expan- 
sions for a certain class of functions defined by Laplace integrals. Such generalised expansions 
have the merit of possessing a larger region of validity and greater accuracy than conventional 
Poincar&type expansions. Jones [S], independently of both Berry and Olver, has also consid- 
ered the same problem for a certain class of integrals and obtained similar results. A different 
viewpoint has been adopted by Boyd [4], who developed a theory of exponential improvement 
and smoothing of the Stokes phenomenon using Stieltjes transforms and applied this as 
;llustration to the modified Bessel function K,(z). 
To illustrate the situation arising in the simplest case of a compound expansion consisting of 
just two asymptotic series, we consider the parabolic cylinder function O,(z) (which is also 
denoted by U-u- $, z); see [l, p&37]). As is well known, this is an entire function of the 
variable z and is related to the confluent hypergeometric function. For fiied u the expansion 
(valid in the Poincare sense) as 1 z 1 + OQ in 1 arg z 1 < $r is 
while in the sector $r < arg z < = we have the compound expansion 
D,(z) “Z” e-i2 ‘: c x (---;2m (_2r2)-m 
m=O . 
hi 
+( ) 
l/2 
- -v-l 
qv) (z e--Y e 
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,, (2z2)-m, 
. 
(1 1) . 
(1 2) . 
where ( ~11,~ = r(a + m)/T(a). A similar expansion with esXi replaced by erri in the second 
series holds in the conjugate sector -V < arg z < - $r. The rays arg z = + $r are Stokes 
lines where the first series in (1.21 maximally dominates the second series. As 1 arg z I 
increases, this dominance progressively reduces until on arg z = + $r (the anti-Stokes lines) 
there is an exchange of dominance: in the sectors r < I arg z I < :a, the first series in (1.2) is 
now “eclipsed” by the second series. 
If the first series is optimally truncated after n terms, where 2n = I z I 27 and the second 
series is truncated at its first term, then the Stokes multiplier $ for the Stokes line arg z = $r 
can be defined exactly by the equation 
n-* (-Y)2m D,,(z) = z” ei’i4 c m, 
m=O . 
(13) 
. 
with an analogous expression in the lower half-plane. When ] z I is large and arg z < $r, 
& = 0 in accordance with (1.1) while for arg z > $r, S, = 1 in accordance with (1.2). This is the 
conventional view of the Stokes phenomenon, where the multiplier of the subdominant term 
changes abruptly on crossing a Stokes line. Similar arguments apply to the Stokes line at 
arg z = ?r where the role of dominant and subdominant series is reversed. 
Berry’s interpretation of the Stokes phenomenon was to consider S, not as a discontinuous 
constant but, for fiied I z I, as a continuous function of 0 = arg z; that is, S, = S(0). For a wide 
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class of functions, the functional form of the multiplier S(0) possesses a universal structure 
represented approximately by an error function whose argument is an appropriate variable 
describing the transition across a Stokes line. Thus, as 8 increases from values just less than $T 
to values just greater than $T, S(0) in (1.3) changes rapidly in a continuous manner from 0 to 1. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to describe an alternative theory of the smoothing of 
the Stokes phenomenon using Mellin-Barnes integrals. These integrals are of the general form 
(14) . 
where g(s) consists of one or more gamma functions (and possibly trigonometric functions) and 
C denotes either an integration path parallel to the imaginary s-axis (in which case Z(z) 
converges in some bounded sector of the z-plane) or a loop with endpoints at infinity in an 
appropriate half-plane. Simple rules for the determination of the domains of convergence by 
inspection are given in [15, p.211. 
The flexibility associated with these integrals combined with properties of the gamma 
function enables the construction of uniform exponentially-improved asymptotic expansions to 
be readily established. In common with Olver, Jones and Boyd, this is achieved using the 
exponential integral T,(z) [defined in (2.1)] as a basic terminant as described by Dingle in his 
formal theory of terminants applied to asymptotic expansions [7, Chapters 22,231. To illustrate, 
we apply this theory to the confluent hypergeometric functions considered in [11,12]. These 
functions are important as they include many of the commonly used special functions, such as 
Bessel functions, Airy functions and the parabolic cylinder function mentioned above. The 
method is quite general, however, and can be applied to a wide class of functions possessing a 
representation of type (1.4). 
2. Properties of the basic terminant TV(z) 
The exponential integral (or incomplete gamma function) defined by 
p e 
-.?I 
E,(z) =r”-‘T(1 -u, 2) = em2 / 0 (l+t) 
“dt, larg z 1 < $r, 
for real or complex values of Y and z ( P O), plays a fundamental role in the theory of the 
smoothing of the Stokes phenomenon. In his interpretative theory of asymptotic expansions, 
Dingle [7, p.4071 refers to an equivalent form of this integral (see (2.3) below) as a basic 
terminant. More recently, Olver [l l] has employed a multiple of r(l - u, z), which he calls 
T,(z), defined by 
eaV( v) 
T,(z) = 2Ti z’-~E~(z) (2 1) . 
[although in subsequent papers [12,13] he employs a different multiple given by F,(z) = 
ie -““‘T,(z)]. 
The most important properties of T,(z) can be deduced from its representation in terms of 
the confluent hypergeometric function U(a; b; z) as [l, p.5101 
T,(z) = 
ea”T( w) 
2 i eYJ(zJ; v; z). 
Tr 
(2 2) . 
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From the Euler integral representation for U(n; 6; z) [ 1, p.5051 we obtain the alternative 
integral representation 
e e-Z x yl*-I r;rpi 
T,(z)= 2ai 1 e-“~dt, Re(v)>O, 
0 
(2 3) . 
arg z 1 < $r, and by analytic continuation elsewhere. The function T,(z) is in general a 
multi-valued function of the variable z, except when v is a nonpositive integer for which T,(z) 
is not defined [on account of the presence of r(v) in (2. I)]. The connection formula given by 
(cf. also 113, Eq. (2.4)]) 
e- zTivq,(z e-+) = T,( z e”i) - 1 (2 4) . 
can then be readily derived from the corresponding conneciion formula for the hypergeometric 
function [l, p.5041 
2ni 
e =u( V; u; z e’““) = U(v; u; z) + meTi’ eZ. u 
The asymptotic properties of T,(z) for large I z I and 1 u 1 = 1 z I have been discussed in 
detail in [13] (see also [4] for the treatment of the case when I z I is not restricted in this way). 
Analytic continuation of the integral in (2.3) by rotation of the path of integration through an 
angle@= arg z, followed by replacement of the variable of integration t by r eSie, shows that 
For large when I v I = I z 1, the asymptotic behaviour of this integral is characterised by a 
saddle point at T = 1 which becomes coincident with the pole of the integrand at 7 = - eie 
when 6 = +~i. With z = p eie and v = p + cy, where p, 8 are real and I a I is bounded, Olver 
[11,13] has shown that T,! z) has the following asymptotic expansion for p + 00 uniformly valid 
in 8: 
(2 5) . 
with a conjugate expansion valid in the sector -3~ + E‘ G d G r - E. The quantity c(e), which 
measures the proximity of the saddle point at T = 1 to the pole at 7 = -e”, is defined by 
+2(e) = 1 + i(@ _ =) _ ei(@-=) 
(2 6) . 
and corresponds to the branch of c(8) which behaves in the neighbourhood of 8 = r like 
(2 7) . 
[Note that the definition of the corresponding quantity in [13, Eq. (3.511 corresponds to -c(@.] 
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The coefficients a#, CX) and gJ8, a) are defined in [13] and the leading coefficients are 
given by n&0, ar) = 1 and 
e ia(a 0) i 
g,(‘Y ff) = I + e-i@ + P 
c(e) 
(which has the limiting value g&t, ar) = 3 - cy when 8 = 7tJ. 
An alternative integral representation of the function T,(z) is obtained from the Mellin- 
Barnes representation of the hypergeometric function U(Y; v; z) in (2.2). Using (3.3) with 
a = U, b = 1 and the reflection formula for the gamma function, we find that 
-u -2 
-2i emrriuTv( z) = ’ 2zi / 
-c+mir(V +S) 
-c -33i sin TTS 
P ds, (arg z 1 < $r, 
VZO, -1, -2 ,... . (2 8) . 
The constant c (which is not to be confused with the quantity c(e) defined in (2.7)) satisfies 
0 < c < 1 and, provided v is not a nonpositive integer, the path of integration (suitably indented 
whenever Re(v) < c) lies to the right of all the poles of r( u + s) situated at s = -V - k, k = 0, 
1,2,... . 
If we let s = a + if, where 0 and t are real, Stirling’s formula for the gamma function [20, p. 
2511 shows that the modulus of the integrand for 1 s 1 + 00 in 0 < 1 arg s I < T is 
Izr-ISI CJ * Re(v)- l/2 eemlr I --I w(s/z)o(l). (2 9) . 
The modulus of the integrand as t + fc~ on the path of integration is therefore 
alsl Re(v)-c-1/2 e-~!fi 1, A = $r r arg z, and the representation (2.8) is seen to define T,(z) 
throughout the sector I arg z I < $n. However, we remark that the presence of the term I s I o 
in (2.9) shows that the representation (2.8) may be analytically continued to all z (# 0) without 
restriction on arg z by the simple device of deformation of the rectilinear path of integration 
(-c--a+ -c + mi) into a loop, encircling all the poles on the left, which starts from infinity in 
the sector -T<arg s< - $r, passes between s = 0 and s = - 1 and returns to infinity in the 
sector +P < arg s < .T. 
The representation (2.8) will prove fundamental to the present investigation. We show in the 
next section, for the particular case of the confluent hypergeometric functions, how the 
remainder terms in the asymptotic series can be written as a Mellin-Barnes integral which can 
then subsequently be expressed in terms of the basic terminant T,(z). This provides a rigorous 
version of the results (obtained by Bore1 summation of late terms) stated by Dingle in his 
theory of terminants applied to the confluent hypergeometric function [7, Chapter 231. 
Exponentially-improved asymptotic expansions describing the smooth transition of a Stokes 
multiplier across a Stokes line are then derived by exploiting the asymptotic properties of T’(z) 
given in (2.5). 
3. The Stokes multiplier for the confluent hypergeometric functions 
To illustrate the procedure, we consider the confluent hypergeometric function U(a; a - b + 
1; z) discussed in [ 1 l] in which the parameters a and b are re al or complex constants and z is a 
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large complex variable. The asymptotic expansion for 1 z 1 + ~0 is given by the well-known 
PoincaGtype expansion 
(4kP)X 
U(a;a-b+l; z)y.P i (-1)” kr zk , larg z 1 < +, 
k=O . 
(3 1) . 
and the two compound expansions 
(a),(b), 
U(a;a-b+l;z)-z-” &)’ k,zk 
k=O . 
2rri e T(u+bhri 
’ r(a)t’(b) z 
* (1 -a)k(l -b)k 
h-iezx ---k,zk 3 
k=O l 
Iarg(z eT3T;i/2)I <rr. (3 2) . 
In the common sectors of validity, $r < I arg z I < 3~~ the two expansions differ because of the 
presence of the exponentially small second series in (3.2). This series is maximally subdominant 
on the rays arg z = +rr which are consequently Stokes lines. 
An integral representation for Uta; a - b + 1; z) valid in a sector enclosing the Stokes lines 
argz= +,rr is the Mellin-Barnes integral [l, p.5061 
2 
-a 
m’ U(a; n -b+l; z)= / 2wiT(a)T(b) -xi 
r( -s)r(a +s)r(b +s)z-s ds, 
kg zl++, (3 3) . 
where the path of integration separates the poles of r( -s) from those of r(a + s) and 
TCb + s). This separation of the poles of the integrand is always possible provided a, b f 0, - 1, 
-2,..., for which z‘YJ(a; a - b + 1; z) reduces to a polynomial in 1 ,/z. It is then routine (see, 
for example, [lb, p.1431) to show ,hat, provided I arg z I < $r, the path of integration may be 
displaced to the right over the first n poles of r( --s) situated at s = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 to yield 
n-l 
U(a; a -b+l; z)=zeu c (-1) 
k ta)ktb)k 
k=O 
k! zk +R,(a, 6, z), (3 4) . 
-&here 
=z 
-a 
R,(a, b, z) = - 
2+T(a)T(b) I 
-c+n+3CiT(a +s)T(b +s) 
-_c+rl-xi r(l +s) sin vs 
z-’ ds, larg z I < +, 
(3 5) . 
and c is a constant such that 0 < c < 1. For the moment n is an arbitrary positive integer but 
will subsequently by chosen to have its optimal value, given by n = I z I, when I z I is large. 
From Stiriring’s formula for the gamma function, the modulus of the integrand in (3.5) as 
+ 00 on the path of integration is 
1 z I’-“O( 1 s 1 n-c-cRe(uth)-3/2 e-JI”I ), A = ir; r arg z 
. 
It then follows that I R,,(a, b, z!l = OIZ-~-~+~) for I z I -3 00 in larg z I < 3-n so that the 
series (3.4) defines an asymptotic expansion in the usual PoincarG sense. 
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Equation (3.5) provides a simple representation, valid in larg z 1 < ST, for the remainder 
term &(a, b, z) in the asymptotic expansion (3.1) truncated after n terms. This expression is 
equivalent to Olver’s representation for R,(z) [I 1, Eq. (4.10)] in the form of a double integral 
obtained after some rather intricate analysis involving Cauchy’s integral formula for the 
remainder term in a Taylor series expansion and elaborate analytic continuation arguments. 
We remark that, as at (2.9) (although we shall not make use of this fact here), the representa- 
tion (3.5) can be continued analytically to all values of arg z simply by bending back the path of 
integration ( -c - G, -c + G) into a loop, enclosing all the poles on the left, with endpoints at 
infinity in the sectors -n < arg s < - &r and fr < arg s < V. 
We shall now suppose that the series in (3.4) is truncated at the optimal value of n; that is, 
when 1 z 1 is large, the value of n corresponding to the term preceding the numerically smallest 
term. We therefore set 
n+a+b-l=p+a, z =p e”, (3 6) . 
where p and 8 are real and I a I is bounded. Since n = p, the real parts of the arguments of the 
gamma functions in the integrand of (3.5) on the path of integration are consequently bounded 
below by n - c + min{ 1, Re( a), Re( b)}. We now employ Lemma 1 (in the Appendix) to express 
the quotient of gamma functions in (3.5) as a series of inverse factorials. From (A.4) and (AS) 
we find, for an arbitrary positive integer m, 
r(a +s)r(b d-s) m-l 
c 
4 
i- 
(- l)“a,(s) 
r(l+s)T(a+b-D-s) = r=O (Z-a-b-s), (2-a-b-s),’ 
where, from (A.7) (see also [7, p.15]), the coefficients A, are given by 
_4 (1 -a)r(l -4 = 
r r! l 
(3 7) . 
(3.8) 
The function a;,(s) is analytic except at the points s = -a - k and s = -b - k, k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , 
where it has poles, and a,(s) = O(1) as I s I + 00 uniformly in I arg s I < T - E < T. 
Substitution of the expansion (3.7) into (3.5), followed by use of the functional formula for 
the gamma function and replacement of the variable of integration s by s + n in the finite sum, 
then shows that 
-TZ-a -c+n+wi m-l 
= 2Ti_iT(a)T(b) I 
c (-l)‘AJ(a+b-l-y+s) 
c+n--Pi t--O 
+om(s)r(a + b - 1 -m +s) &ds 
1 
-TZ-a m-l 
= r(a)r(b) 
(-z)" c (-1).A,&j~~%(a+b+n-l-rcs)&ds 
r=O C 4 
1 
- s 
+- I 
-c+“+x’~m(s)r(a + b - 1 --III +s)&ds . 
27fi -_c+n-wi 
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e integrals appearing inside the summation sign can now be expressed in terms of the 
ction 7J z) given in (2.8) to find, provided I arg z 1 < $n, 
_2?rizb-l eZ e-7ri(u+b) 
R,(n. b, z) = 
mw(b) 
c 4z-rT*+a+b-l-r(z) +Rrl.,,(a~ by4 ’ 
r=O 1 
where 
1 
Rm&, 6, z) = ii(z e-Zi)*-u-b e -Z-2-&_-c+~+xi~&)~(~ + b - l 
tin-xi 
Z 
--a 
X -ds, 
sin rs 
arg z 1 < $r. 
(3 9) . 
m+s) 
(3.10) 
Equation (3.9) has been obtained for all real or complex values of the parameters Q and 6, 
with the exception of nonpositive integer values, and for all z in the sector 1 arg z 1 < $IT. To 
demonstrate that (3.9) constitutes an asymptotic expansion for the remainder R,(a, 6, z), it 
remains to derive suitable estimates for R,,Ja, 6, z). This is considered in Section 4 where it 
is shown that 
R,,&I, b, z) = O(zmm e-‘-i’i), in larg z I f R, 
&,&L b, z) = O(Z-~), in r Q larg z I < 5~. 
(3.11) 
From the asymptotic expansion of T,(z) when 1 v I = I z I given in (2.51, we then obtain the final 
iCSdi 
&(a, b, z) - 
-2rizbm1 ei e-ri(u’b) z (1 -a),(1 _b), 
wvv) c r! zr T n+a+b-l-r ( ) z 9 r=O 
arg z 1 < 5:. (3.12) 
Equation (3.12) is the desired result which provides the exponentially-improved asymptotic 
expansion of (3.1) and agrees with that obtained in [ 11, Eq. (4.12)], [12]; see also [4] for the 
particular case of the modified Bessel function K,(z). We observe that (3.12) is equivalent, 
when expressed in terms of his basic terminant function, to that stated by Dingle [7, p.4401 
obtained by formal methods based on Bore1 summation of late terms in the asymptotic 
expansion (3.1). 
We now truncate the expansion (3.12) at its first term, given by 
&,(a, b, z) = 
__2Tizb-l et ,-rri(o+h) 
wvv9 
( T n+a+b-dZ) + o(2-1)), 
and consider I z I = p large and fixed and vary the phase 8 of z. Comparison of (3.4) and (3.9) 
with (3.2) then shows that the Stokes multiplier S(0) (cf. (1.3)) is 
w = Tn+o+b-1(Z) + w-‘1 
= $ + ferf[ c(tY)fi] + e-Pc2(e,/zO(p-1/2), (3.13) 
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where we have employed the asymptotic approximation (2.5) for r.(z) and c(0) is defined in 
(2.6). In the neighbourhood of the Stokes line arg z = T, ~(0) = 0 - n [see (2.711 and the 
transition of the multiplier across the Stokes line is consequently smooth: S(0) changes from 
approximately 0 when 0 < ‘in to approximately 1 when 8 > T within a zone centred on 8 = v of 
angular width O(p -I/*) A similar result is obtained for the Stokes line arg z = -YT. Berry’s [2] . 
formal approximation for S(0) has the same form as (3.13) with the argument of the error 
function being his so-called Stokes variable defined in terms of the singulant (difference in 
exponential exponents) F = p ei(e-ir) as 
WF) 
[2 Re( F)] “* 
= fisin( 8 - +sec( 8 - n) . 
To leading order in powers of 8 - r, this can be seen to agree with (3.13). 
The above analysis can now be applied to the conflllent hypergeometric function , F,( a; b; z) 
(which was not considered in [l l]), where it will again be supposed that a and b are rea! or 
complex constants and that z is a large complex variable (which may be restricted to a suitable 
half-plane on account of Kummer’s first transformation). An important difference between this 
function and U( a; a - 6 + 1; z) is that 1 F,(a; b; z) is an entire function of z and is conse- 
quently completely described in -V < arg z < V. For large 1 z 1 the asymptotic expansion is 
given by [17, p.601 
e -’ ,F,(a; b; z) w - 
W) 
+r(b-a) ze ( 
Ti7r --II 
) 
e-z i (_ IJk @Jkt;;;k- “4 , (3.14) 
k=O . 
wkc thz GFGCi sign is chosen when 0 < arg z < r and the lower sign when -T < arg z < 0. 
The lines arg z = 0 and arg z = n are consequently Stokes lines for _, F,(a; b; z); where the 
coefficients of the subdominant expansions change by the factors e2n*a and e2Ti(a-b), respec- 
tively. 
From the reMon [17, p.211 
r(l - a)T(b) 
e m-Z $,(a; b; z) = 
2Ti 
(eTibU(b -a; b; z e”‘) 
it follows, upon making use of (3.4), that 
T(b) n-* 
e -’ ,F,(a; b; z) =zaMb- c 
r(a) k=O 
-e -“ibU(b _a; b; z e_?ri)), 
(b-a)h(1 -a)k +R,(a b 
k! zk n 7 ’ 
z) 
9 (3.15) 
where 
Rk(a, b, z) = 
r(l - a)r(b) 
21Ki (eTibR,,(b - a, 1 -a, z e”‘) 
-e -““R,(b -a, 1 -a, z eeTi)). 
II26 
Substitution of the expansion (3.9) for the remainder function R,,(a, 6, t) then shows that, in 
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uw 
( -xi ) 
-a 
= T(b-a) ’ e 
es= 
mil (a),(1 + a - b)r 
r=O r! t-z)’ - 
x [ Tn+b_Za_r( z e-‘) - e2Ti(a-h)Tn+b_2a-r( z evmi)] 
with 
Rl,,,(a, b, z) = R,,,(b -a, i -a, z e”‘) - e7”i(a-biR,,,(b -a, 1 -a, z em”‘). 
ing the connection formula (2.4) which relates T,( z e frri) and (3.11) to deduce that 
Ja, 6, z)i = O(z-“9 for I z 1 + 00 in (arg z 1 < $r, we then finally obtain the result 
R&c b, z) - 
wd -a _-z i @Ml +a - b)r e r=. r! (-2)’ 
y [e-rria + 2i sin rra Tn+b_2a_r(z eTi)], (3.16) 
for ‘large 1 z 1 in larg z 1 < $L This result is valid for all values of the parameters a and b 
except when a-b=O, I, 2 ,..., in which case 1 F,( a; 6; z) reduces to a polynomial in z of 
degree a - b multiplied by e’, and when b is a nonpositive integer for which 1 F,(a; b; z) is not 
defined. [We note that this last difficulty could be circumvented if the function M(a, b, z) 
defined in [lo, p.2551 had been uced indead of , F,( a; b; z).] 
Truncation of the expansion (3.16) at its first term, hollowed by comparison with (3.141, (3.15) 
and use of (2.9, finally shows that the Stokes multiplier S(0) for ,F,( a; b; z) associated with 
the Stokes line arg z = 0 is given by 
s(e) = ,-iris + 2i sin 7ta Tntb_2a( z e”‘) + O( z-l) 
=e sia - i sin =a{ 1 - erf[ c(6 + rr)&]} + e-p’L~e+~)~20(p-‘/Z), (3.17) 
where c(0) is defined in (2.6). In the neighbourhood of arg z = 0, we see from (2.7) that 
CM + d = 8 so that, for fixed 1 z 1 = p, the Stokes multiplier consequently changes smoothly in 
a zon”: of angular width O( p- */*) from eTia for 8 > 0 to esaia for 8 < 0. On the Stokes line, we 
have C(T) = 0 and S(O) = cos ra. 
4. Discussion of the remainder term R,,Ja, b, z) 
In this section we derive the estimates tated in (3.11) on the remainder term R,,Ja, 6, z) 
in the exponentially-improved asymptotic expansion (3.9) for the confluent hypergeometric 
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function U(a; a - b + 1; 2). We recall from (3.10) that 
R,,l,,l(a, b, z) = $(z e-ri)l-u-b e-‘J(z), 
1 
J(z) / 
-c+n +aoi 
=- 
2rri -_C+n-ooi 
u,,(s)r(a -t b - 1 -m +s)-&-$h, 
O<c<l, larg z] <$, (4 I) . 
and, for optimal truncation, we have n f: I z I for large I z I. For I z 1 sufficiently large, such that 
p + Re(cu) - c - m > 0, the path of integration may be supposed to be a straight line parallel to 
the imaginary s-axis without any indentations. The function a,,(s) defined in (3.7) is an analytic 
function of s except at s = -a - k, s = -b - k, k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , where it has poles and 
a,,(s) = O(1) as Is I + 00 uniformly in I arg s ] < m - E, E > 0 (see Lemma 1 in the Appendix). 
We shall require the well-known relation [20, p.2511 
I’( 2) = (2~)~” e-ZzZ-‘/2CJ( z), (4 2) . 
where C!Cz> is analytic except for poles at z = 0, - 1, -2,. . . and 0(z) = 1 + O(z-I) for 
It] 400 uniformly in larg z] GT- E -=z T. From Lemma 1 and (4.2) we readily deduce that, 
for an arbitrary constant p, there exist positive constants X and K independent of s such that 
when Re(s) 2 X and [arg s ] G iv, 
I a,,(s) I \( K, (4 3) . 
I rip +s)l GK e-Wp+S)I(p +s)‘1+s-1’2 1 =K e-XxX-l/1(l +-u”)-~‘~ e-xf’“‘, 
(4 4) . 
where 
f( ) U =u tan% - $og(l +u’), I1 = ;, 
x=Re(u+s), T=Im(p+s). (4.5) 
Since on the contour of integration in (4.1), I arg s I G $T and Re(s) = n - c, the condition 
Re(s) > X can be replaced by the equivalent condition n 2 N, where N = int[ X -k c] + 1. 
4.1. Estimate for R ,,,, .(a, b, z ) in I arg z 1 < T 
We first show how an estimate for I Jiz) I valid in 1 arg z I < T can be obtained by making 
use of the simple inequality for the gamma function I r(x + i y 1 I < r(x) for real x ( > 0) and y. 
From (4.1) and (4.3) we have for n 2 N, 
K eef dt 
d g 1 z 1 ‘-“I+ + Re(a) - c - m)lm (4 6) . 
-m [ cosh2T t - coszm] 1’2 ’ 
where we have used z = p eie and substituted for n by means of (the real part of) (3.6). Since 
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< c < 1, this last integral is convergent when 1 t? 1 K R and, from the first of the inequalities in 
(4.8) below, we find 
K 
/ 
x cash 8t 
J(z)1 < -IzI’~-n~(p+Re(cu)-c-m)cosec WC 
rr 
o cash r,tdt 
K 
= G 1 z 1 c-nf (p + Re(cu) - c -m) cosec TC set $3. 
Use of Stirling’s formula then enables us to conclude that as p + 00, 
IJ(t)l =O(p p+Re(a)-n-m-1/2 eeP), 
and hence that 
i R, ,(a, 6, z)l = O(z-“-“’ e-z-~zt), in larg z 1 <T. (4 7) . . 
To extend this estimate to the sector I arg z I < T we must resort to the sharper inequality 
(4.4) for the gamma function. Observing that for t E ( - 00, m), 
eer e et 
[cosh%t - co&c] 1’2 
G 
cash rrt 
cosec rrcG2cosec VC, O<c<l, 101 <r, 
(4 8) . 
we find from (4.6) and (4.3)-(4.5), upon setting s = n - c + it with n 2 NV that 
I J(z)1 < 
K 
-+lcS~jz (r(p+ff -c-m+it)J 
eer dt 
ir -x [ cosh2m t - co&c] 1’2 
Klzl’-” = 
/ vsinirc -x 
IT(p+a-c-m+it)l dt, larg zl <m, 
K’(zl’-” 
. e-XXX+1/2 
7i sin ric / 
x (1 + ~2)~~‘~ e-Xft”J du, 
-X 
where we have identified x and 7 in (4.4) with x = p + Re(cu) - c - m, T = t + Im(a) and put 
7 = ux. For large x, the above integral possesses a saddle point at u = 0 and can be estimated 
using Laplace’s method. A simple calculation then shows that as x + + 00, 
[l + ()<x-l)! = O(pp+Re(a)-n-m e-p), 
to yield 
I R,,Ja, 6, z)1 = O(z-” e-*-lzl), in larg z I 6~. (4 9) . 
We remark that in (arg z I < sp the asymptotic estimate (4.7) is sharper than that in (4.9) by the 
factor z - ‘It. 
4.2 Estimate for R,., (a, b, z) in T < larg z I < ST 
To derive an estimate for R,,,,(a, 6, z) in the sector n G 1 arg z I < $r we employ the 
connection formula for R, ,(a, 6, z). This can be obtained from the corresponding relation for . 
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the hypergeometric function U(a; a - b + 1; z) (cf. [13, Section 5]), but a form more suitable 
for our present purposes can be deduced directly from the Mellin-Barnes representation (4.1). 
Insertion in (4.1) of the identity 
cosec m = e + iTS 
where either the upper or lower signs are chosen, immediately yields the connection formula 
( 
* l-u-b 
2 es*‘) e 
_-t 
Rrn,@Ja, 6 z) = ek2”i(a+b)Rm,n(a, b, z e*2Ti) 7 
27ri 
X I -cf”‘w’cr~,(s)r(a +b - 1 -m +s)(z e*ni)-s ds, (4.10) --c+n--ooi 
where the integral is defined in the sectors 1 arg(t e + Ti) 1 < fa (cf. [15, p.21, Rule l] and (4.3)). 
This is equivalent to the expression [12, (5.3)]. The integral in (4.10) now no longer contains a 
sin vs in the denominator and consequently, provided 1 a&z e f Ti) 1 < $r, the path of 
integration ( -c - n - G, -c + n + mi) can be replaced by any path ( y - =i, y + ai) situated to 
the right of all the poles of the integrand. 
To deal with the integral appearing in (4.10) we make use of the estimate [5, Section 10.11 
1 - 
~/l”“b,,cs)~(fi +s)z-’ ds =zp e-‘O(l), I z I + 00, in larg z I < $T, (4.11) 
Y =i 
where p is an arbitrary bounded constant and y is a real constant chosen as mentioned above. 
(Observe that when a,,(s) is replaced by unity, (4.11) is the representation of zP e-’ in 
larg z 1 < $T; see [6, p.2611.) The proof of this result is established by means of a similar 
argument to that employed in arriving at the bound (4.9): in [S] the function cr,(s) is called 
p,&s) and the integration variable s is replaced by -s. 
With the choice of the lower signs in (4.10), we can use (4.11) with p = a + b - 1 - m and z 
replaced by z e-=’ to find 
I R,, .(a, b, z) I Q je-25ri(a+b)Rt~,n(a, b, z e-2ai) I +O(zmm), 7 OTT < arg z < $T. 
(4.12) 
When n < arg z < $n, we have -V < arg( z e-2rri) < - $r; from (4.9) it follows that 
I R,,Ja, b, z e-2pi) I = O(Yn e -*-+ 1) in this sector. Insertion of this estimate in (4.12) then 
yields 
1 R,,Ja, b, z) 1 = 0( z-‘” e-’ +‘) + O(zmm) = O(Z-‘~), in r < arg 2 < +. 
(4.13) 
A similar result using (4.10) with the upper signs holds for the conjugate sector, or we can 
appeal to symmetry. 
Collecting together the results in (4.9) and (4.13), we finally have the asymptotic estimates for 
the remainder in the exponentially-improved expansion (3.9) given by 
1 R, .(a, 6, z)I =O(z-” e-*-I*‘), in larg z 1 <n, 
I R,n’,(a, b, z) I = O(z-‘?I), * in n< ]arg zl < $r. 
(4.14) 
1 
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By entirely different methods, Olver [12] obtained the same estimates for R,,, ,,(a, 6, z), but 
with the second estimate of (4.14) holding in the wider sector T < arg, z < 2;. Our second 
estimate of (4.14) could also be extended to this wider sector by the device, mentioned in 
Section 2, of deformation of the path of integration in (4.1) into a loop passing to infinity in 
R2(s) < 0. 
5. Cmxlzxding remarks 
The purpose of this paper has been to present an alternative theory of the smoothing of the 
Stokes phenomenon for functions expressible as a Mellin- Barnes integral. Such an approach 
enables the direct construction of uniform exponentially-improved asymptotic expansions which 
describe the rapid but smooth transition of a Stokes multiplier in the vicinity of a Stokes line. 
The theory has been illustrated by application to the confluent hypergeometric functions 
which were also considered by Olver [11,12]. The determination of the exponentially-improved 
asymptotic expansion of U(a; a - b + 1; z), together with estimates for the remainder function 
R_( a, b, z) in the expansion of the exponentially small remainder term, has been shown to 
follow in a direct manner from the corresponding Melhi;-Barnes integral representation, 
thereby providing a rigorous extension of Dingle’s formal theory of terminants [7, Chapter 221. 
This simplicity has been achieved, in part, by exploiting the boundedness of the remainder 
function o,Cs> in the expansion of a quotient of gamma functions in (3.7) as a series of inverse 
factorials. A drawback to the present theory, however, is that the construction of explicit error 
bounds on R,,Ja, b, z) would require an explicit bound for U,,,(S); this contrasts with the work 
of Olver and Boyd who derived strict error bounds for their results. Furthermore, more precise 
information on a,(s) would be necessary to enable further expansion of R,,Ja, b, z) to 
produce a “hyperasymptotic” series, as described in [4] for the modified Bessel function and in 
[3] for the Airy function. In addition, we have not attempted to extend the domain of validity of 
the order estimates for R,,,( a, b, z), as in [4,12], to yield the maximum range of validity of the 
generalised asymptotic expansions. However, this is not essential as uniform exponentially-im- 
proved expansions beyond the sector ]arg z 1 G T can be constructed by means of connection 
formulas. 
The method described is quite general and can be applied to functions possessing a 
Mellin-Barnes integral representation of the form (1.4) where g(s) involves gamma and, 
possibly, trigonometric functions. Extension to situations where g(s) contains additional 
transcendental functions, e.g., the Riemann zeta function, has recently arisen in connection 
with the exponentially-improved asymptotics of the gamma function [16]. 
Finally, we remark that the present work has dealt with functions satisfying a second-order 
differential equation with compound expansions necessarily consisting of only one dominant 
and one subdominant asymptotic series. Application of the above theory has been made in [14] 
to functions satisfying a class of ordinary differential equations of arbitrary order. Such 
functions will, in general, involve compound expansions consisting of more than one subdomi- 
nant and dominant asymptotic series. Attention is again focussed on the smoothing of the 
Stokes phenomenon and, in particular, on the functional form of a Stokes multiplier in the 
vicinity of a Stokes line. This requires the introduction of a more general basic terminant 
function than T,(z) in (2.1). 
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Appendix: A lemma on the expansion of a quotient of products of gamma functions 
In the treatment of the smoothing of the Stokes phenomenon by means of Meliin-Barnes 
integrals, we require the following lemma concerning the expansion of a quotient of products of 
gamma functions as a series of inverse factorials. Consider the function 
P(x) = 
w= ,wr + PA 
I-I,P=,r(a,+o,x)’ (A4 
where p, q are nonnegative integers and the parameters cyI,. . . , CQ,, &, . . . , p, are supposed to 
be real and positive with a,, . . . , at,, b,, . . . , 6q being arbitrary complex numbers. We define the 
following parameters: 
r=l r=l r=l r=l 
and 
r=l r=l 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let m denote a positive integer and suppose p > 0. Then there exist numbers A,, 
A 1, . . . , A,,, _ 1 independent of x such that the function P(x) in (AS) can be expressed as the series 
of imerse factorials 
P(x) m-l 
Qx+l-Ly) = (2 I =q-p-lmpr i x0 (_p;;a) +
( - l)m%(x> 
1 
(A-2) 
r f-w +4,,, l 
In particular, the coefficient A, is giLTen by 
A, = (2+-“+ 1)/2p~- 1/2 fi Cy1,2-f7, fi @,- 1,2. 
r=l r r=l 
The remainder function o,,(x) is analytic in x except at the points x = -(b, + kJ/&, r = 1, 
2 - . . .,q, k = 0, 1, 2,.. ., where P(x) has poles and is such that 
a,,,(x) = O(l), (A-3) 
for 1x1 *muniformlyon larg xl <T-•E<E. 
The proof of this lemma follows from application of Stirling’s series for the gamma function 
and is given in [5, p.259, Lemma 31; see also [9, p.361. 
In the application of this lemma in Section 3 to the discussion of the confluent hypergeomet- 
ric function, we find the particular case of (A.11 with p = 1, q = 2, (Y, = P, = 1 and a, = 1, 
namely 
P(x) = 
l(b, +x)I(b, +x) 
r(l+x) l 
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e coefficients A, in the inverse factorial expansion of P(x) in (A.21, 
P(x) m-l 4 (-l)mO,(x) 
T(b,+b,-1+x) = rso (2-+,--&-x), + (2-b,-6,-x), 
W) 
can be determined by considering the term on the left-hand side for 1 Im(x) 1 --) 00 when 
Re(x) < 0. Using the reflection formula for the gamma function we have from (A.4), 
P(x) f( -x)r(2-b, -b,-x) 
l-‘(b, +h, - I +x) = r(l -b, -H(x) -x)1-(1 -b, -x) 
=?F’,(l -b,, 1 -b,; 2-b, -b, -x; l)H(x), Re(x) < 0, 
(A.6) 
where 
H(x) = l- 
sin vb, sin rrb, 
sin r(b, +x) sin rr(b, +x) ’ 
and we have employed the summation of the Gauss hypergeometric function of unit argument 
valid when Re( x) < 0. Since H(x) = 1 + O(e-2”i lrll(X)i ) as 1 Im( x) 1 + 00, it is easily seen from 
the series expansion of the hypergeometric function in (A.61 that 
P(x) m-1 (1 -b*),(l -b*), G(1) = 
T(b, + bz - 1 +x) rGo (2-b,-b,-x),r! + (2-b,-b,-x), l 
Comparison with (AS), together with the fact that a,(x) = O(1) as IImix) 1 + OQ, then shows 
that the coefficients A,, r = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1, for the function P(x) defined in (A.4) are given by 
(see also [7, p-15]) 
A,= 
(1 -b,),(l -bz)r 
r! . (A3 
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